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Abstract 

The incomplete characters recognition in the license plate, characters can be divided into linear character and curve character. For the 

curve characters, used a method of statistic the number of character holes as the character characteristics for feature extraction, which 

extended seed filling algorithm in the Computer Graphics .For linear characters, we proposed a method of extracting a character 
conversion slope of the line feature by Hough transform, which had a good effect on linear character recognition. 
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1 Introduction 

 
An important sign for license plate recognition is the 

recognition accuracy, under normal circumstances ,the 

accuracy can reach 90% or even above 95%,but in the 

practical applications, There are many factors caused 

accuracy reduced, including artificial factors and natural 

factors, such as some drivers deliberately paint brush in 

license plate, with tape paste the license plate, place the 

preparation tire cover license plate, these are artificial 

factors, or rainy day, muddy, pollution, the shortage of 

parked position is wrong, and insufficient light can also 

result license plate fuzzy, In this case, it is difficult to 

accurately identify a license plate number [1].  

Therefore, extracting effective and easy to implement 

feature is particularly important for incomplete 

characters. We presented a character feature extraction 

method, which can effectively increase the accuracy of 

fuzzy license plate recognition. The method by extracting 

characters of part features and build character database, 

compare the part characteristics of the incomplete 

characters with the database, and thus achieve the goal of 

improve the incomplete character recognition. 

The commonly used character feature extraction 

include statistical feature extraction and topological 

feature extraction, not all these methods of feature 

extraction for incomplete characters have high effective 

degree, so bearing this in mind, extracting the number of 

character holes and character strokes straight slope 

characteristics as a key object of study.  Firstly, through 

the license plate location, tilt correction and segmentation 

process, extracting independently the license plate 

character, and then through the character of thinning 

algorithm processing to extract characters, at this point, 

we can extract the feature of character [2, 3]. The number 

of character holes and Hough transform algorithm for line 

slope detailed below instructions. It obtained better effect 

on the incomplete character recognition by these two 

features [4]. 

 

2 The number of holes of character for feature 

extraction 

 

This article presents a method that search the number of 

circles and straight lines as characteristics, the main idea 

of this method is that since many of the characters have 

circles or holes, we use a recursive seed filling algorithm 

to fill these holes statistically, [5] determines the number 

of characters circles as a feature of the character. 

This article uses the recursive seed-filling algorithm 

in computer graphics to calculate the number of character 

circles [6]. This algorithm firstly assumes that some 

points in the closed contour line is known, and then 

search the adjacent points around the seed point, and 

these points must be in the contour lines. If it is found 

that adjacent point is not in the contour line that is the 

outline of the edge; if it is found that the adjacent point in 

the contour line, this point will become a new seed point, 

and continue to search as above method. 

4-connected algorithm and 8-connected algorithm: 

seed filling algorithm is essentially a recursive algorithm, 

It specify a seed point firstly and use the seed point as the 

benchmark to search in all directions, each pixel is 

processed, until it meet the boundary, the differences 

among all sorts of seed filling algorithm are in the colour 

and edge processing mode. We introduced two concepts, 

4-connected algorithm and 8-connected algorithm. We 

start from any point in the region, if it was just for up, 

down, left and right to search the four directions and 

reach any pixel of the region, so the region is filled by 

this method is called the 4-connected regions, the filling 

method is called 4-connected algorithm. If we trigger 
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from any one point in the region, and search the up, 

down, left, right, bottom-left, top- left, bottom- right and 

top- right under the eight directions and reach any pixel 

of the region, the region is 8-connected regions, this 

algorithm is called 8-connected algorithm. 

Recursive seed filling algorithm process is shown in 

Figure1 below. 
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FIGURE 1 The algorithm process of extracting the characters’ feature 

We use the 4-connected filling algorithm, Specific 

steps of the algorithm are: 

1) Selecting seed , push the seed into the stack. 

Scan each pixel value and set up two stack stack1 and 

stack2, if the image data array [i] [j] = 0, then the pixel is 

a white pixel, select it as a seed, the horizontal and 

vertical coordinates were pushed into stack1 and stack2, 

so stack1 [+ + top] = i, stack2 [top] = j. 

2) If the stack is empty or the stack top value is less 

than 0, then jump out. 

3) If the stack is not empty, then the pixels into a 

filling colour, namely the array [i][j] = flag, the flag value 

represents a kind of colour , and judge whether the four 

connected pixels adjacent to the pixel are boundary 

colour or have set into a polygon fill colour, if not, then 

push the pixel coordinates into stack, as a new seed. If 

array [i]] [j-1] = 0, then push the top node into the stack, 

stack1 [++top] = I, stack 2[top] =j. If array[i-1][j]=0,then 

push the left node into the stack, if array[i+1][j]=0, then 

push the right node into the stack , If array[i][j+1]=0,then 

push the bottom node into the stack, when a hole filling is 

completed, the flag automatically add 1, as a new colour, 

repeat the first two steps of the algorithm. 

4) End of the algorithm.  

The Figures 2-4 show the results that deal with seed 

filing algorithm , we can see the different circles are dyed 

different colours, we take advantage of this to calculate 

the number of circles in a character, and calculate where 

these circles in the character according to the colour. 

 
FIGURE 2 The character with no circle 
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FIGURE 3 The character with one circle FIGURE 4 The character with two circles 

The algorithm process of extracting the feature of the 

characters is shown in Figure 5. 
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FIGURE 5 The algorithm process of extracting the characters’ feature 

3 Feature extraction of the character slope 

 

According to the above discussion on character, we know 

its ability of recognition for the complete character is 

good, but for the incomplete character is rather poor, in 

order to improve the system's ability to recognize, this 

section is put forward four character features in view of 

the incomplete characters, which are the character stroke 

slope feature, the angle feature of the stroke intersection, 

the central angle feature and the curvature feature [5, 6]. 

For incomplete characters, we need to extract the local 

features, because we cannot estimate the damaged parts 

and degree of disability of the characters. Local features 

will have a better recognition effect. For example, the 

slope feature of the stroke, as long as we have a bit 

remnants of the straight line in the direction can we find 

the slope and recognize. But this kind of method have a 

large amount of calculation, it has influence on the 

system speed, so we should combine this feature with the 

previous feature to recognize the characters, so that you 

can balance the ability of recognition and the speed of 

recognition. 

We use the method of Hough transforms to detect the 

straight line in the character and find the slope of the line 
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[7, 8]. Due to the principle of Hough transform has been 

elaborated in the past, no longer described here, the 

reader can refer to relevant reference material [18]. 

Usually the process of detecting lines by Hough 

transform is as shown in Figure 6 below. 
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FIGURE 6 The process of detecting lines by Hough transform 

1) Constructing an accumulator A (ρ,θ).Each element 

of the array represents the transform space location of the 

point and the number of straight lines through this point, 

initialize A, each element is zero. Here we apply for a 

pointer to the transform region, and apply large enough 

memory space for accumulator through the pointer, int* 

lpTransArea=(int *)malloc(lwidth * lheight * sizeof (int), 

then we can save pointer address of the transform region 

lpTrans = lpTransArea, finally the accumulator reset 

memset(lpTrans,0,lwidth * lheight * sizeof(int)).  

2) If the linear feature points were detected ,then 

corresponding to each feature point (x, y) calculated the 

value of  θat 0 degree to 180 degrees ,loop in each pixel 

scanning line , if the value of the data pointer lpsrc is 0 , 

it indicates that   the pixel is a black pixel , we use 

variable I AngleNumber represents the quantitative value 

of ρ  and calculated the value of ρ from 0 degree and 180 

degrees using sin cosx y    . 

3) The value of the corresponding accumulator adds 

one. We will make the pointer point to transform region 

as the base pointer and make * (lpTransArea + iDist * 

iMaxAngleNumber + iAngleNumber) add one. This 

expression represents the corresponding memory space of 

the accumulator.  

4) We find the maximum value in the accumulator, the 

value represents the linear parameter what we're 

detecting. Using the parameters to find the slope of the 

straight line tank    and put the value of slope into the 

feature database. 

In order to improve the precision and speed, we adopt 

an improved linear detection method, algorithm is as 

follows: 

1) Searching in the image, find out a non-zero value 

point p as a seed. 

2) Make p as the starting point of a rectangle, the size 

of the rectangle is M*N, search the non-zero points in the 

rectangle, then calculate linear parameters (ρ, θ) of each 

non-zero point. 

3) Make the deviation value of ρ for Δρ and θ for Δθ, 

we vote selection in the rectangle, then statistics the 

number of parameters within ( , )i i     , we get 

the value in  . 

4) Find the vote maximum maxn  range in this region 

and average to the parameter which belongs to the range, 

so it can reduce the quantization error, the average value 

of this parameter is the line parameter which through a 

point p in this region. 

5) Set 
1T  to line length threshold value ,if 

maxn is 

bigger than 
1T , go to step 6, search other points of the 

line ;Otherwise thinking about the line which through 

point p does not exist ,reset ,go to step 1and search again. 

6) Search point p in the image and calculate the 

corresponding value of ρ ,if      ,then count the 

number of cumulative voting and set the grey value of 

this point to 0. 

7) After the full search ,if the number of line vote is 

bigger than the setting threshold value ,then we think this 

line exist ,then find the parameters of the line and put 

them into the array line1 [n], line2 [n], these two arrays 

store the value ρ and θ .N is the number of detected line. 

According to this algorithm, we can calculate the 

number of all lines in the binary images. In this way, we 

counted the number of straight lines, [9-11] and found the 

slope of the straight lines, recorded the slope of each 

character one by one and put them into the feature 

database [12-15]. 

For a complete or an incomplete character, we can 

still extract the feature of slope by Hough transform. 

Experimental results are as follows: 

1) Searching in the image, find out a non-zero value 

point p as a seed. 

2) Make p as the starting point of a rectangle, the size 

of the rectangle is M*N, search the non-zero points in the 

rectangle, then calculate linear parameters (ρ, θ) of each 

non-zero point. 

3) Make the deviation value of ρ for Δρ and θ for Δθ, 

we vote selection in the rectangle, then statistics the 

number of parameters within ( , )i i     , we get 

the value
in  . 

1) Find the vote maximum maxn  range in this region 

and average to the parameter which belongs to the range, 

so it can reduce the quantization error, the average value 

of this parameter is the line parameter which through a 

point p in this region. 

2) Set 
1T  to line length threshold value, if 

maxn  is 

bigger than 
1T , go to step 6,search other points of the 
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line; otherwise thinking about the line which through 

point p does not exist, reset, go to step 1 and search again. 

3) Search point p in the image and calculate the 

corresponding value of ρ, if      , then count the 

number of cumulative voting and set the grey value of 

this point to 0. 

4) After the full search, if the number of line vote is 

bigger than the setting threshold value ,then we think this 

line exist ,then find the parameters of the line and put 

them into the array line1 [n], line2 [n], these two arrays 

store the value ρ and θ .N is the number of detected line.  

According to this algorithm, we can calculate the 

number of all lines in the binary images. In this way, we 

counted the number of straight lines, [9-11] and found the 

slope of the straight lines, recorded the slope of each 

character one by one and put them into the feature 

database [12-15]. 

For a complete or an incomplete character, we can 

still extract the feature of slope by Hough transform. 

Experimental results are as follows: 

  
FIGURE 7 The Slope feature extraction of incomplete “A” 

 

Because of the quantization error, it will lead to some 

errors, but this is entirely result from the quality of the 

refinement algorithm, if the processing effect for the part 

of character refinement algorithm is better, it will greatly 

reduce the problem. FIGURE 8. The Slope feature 

extraction of incomplete “N” reduces the problem. 

  
FIGURE 8 The Slope feature extraction of incomplete “N” 

 

  
FIGURE 9 The Slope feature extraction of incomplete “4” 

 

Because the origin of coordinates in the image is 

starting from the up-left corner, we will use this 

coordinate system, so the calculated value of slope may 

be different from common coordinate system, but there is 

no effect on the slope of the character. The number 4 with 

two special lines is respectively the horizontal and 

vertical straight line, we calculated the slope of a straight 

line, respectively k1 = 2.14286, k2 = 2.18182, k3 = 2.05. 

We calculated the average value k = 2.1249 of the three. 

The algorithm has to meet the requirements of extracting 

its feature of slope for linear character. 

Finally, we give some characters slope characteristics 

and the range of error, the slope of the straight line, 

horizontal and vertical not considered here. [13, 14] 

Selecting (k-0.3, k+0.3) for the error interval, if the slope 

of the straight line fall in this range, judging from the 

value of K, we can know the character ,the value of K 

represents the value of slope for the character. 

1) The slope of a slash in the number 2 is k = 1.4;  

2) The slope of a line in the number 4 is k = 2.1249;  

3) The slope of two lines in the letter A is k1 = 5.25, k2 

= 5.25;  

4) The slope of two lines in the letter K respectively is 

k1 = - 1.85, k2 = 4.4;  

5) The slope of two lines in the middle of the letter M 

respectively is k1 = 1.107, k2 = 1.18;  

6) The slope of a line in the letter N is k1 = 2.64;  

7) The slope of a line in the bottom- right side of the 

letter Q is k = 1.66;  

8) The slope of a line in the bottom- right side of the 

letter R is k = 2.52;  

9) The slope of two lines in the letter V respectively is 

k1 = 4.8, k2 = 5.14;  

10) The slope of four lines in the letter W respectively is 

k1=-5.68, k2 = 16.25, k3= 5.77, k4 = -17;  

11) The slope of two lines in the letter X respectively is 

k1=2.51, k2 = -2.49;  

12) The slope of two lines in the letter Y respectively is 

k1=1.96, k2 = -1.96;  

13) The slope of a line in the letter Z is k = 2.38. 

 

4 Conclusion 

 

Extraction the number of holes in the character, extends 

the application of seed filling algorithm, this method is 

easy to implement, with high accuracy, in addition, it is 

an innovation to calculate the slope of the character 

stroke by the method of Hough transform, we obtained a 

relatively standard form about the slope of characters 

through calculation, in the incomplete character 

recognition, the slope has a great difference between the 

characters, so it has a good degree of differentiation, we 

achieved better results through experiment. 
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